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comparing accuracy and utility of the system to conventional visual EEG reading.
METHODS
1. EEG data
The data comprised EEGs from 521 consecutive
patients referred to the Neurology Department at
Christchurch Hospital for routine EEG recordings. The
patients were aged from 2 weeks to 86 years. Each EEG
was of approximately 20-minutes duration (making a total
of 173 hours of 16-channel EEG data) from seven bipolar
and referential montages. Recordings were usually made
while the patient was awake but resting and included periods of eyes open, eyes closed, hyperventilation, and photic stimulation. Amplification was provided by a Siemens
Minograph Universal EEG machine. Many EEGs contained
substantial artifact, particularly EMG, electrode, movement, and eye movement. The EEGs were bandpass-filtered between 0.5 and 70 Hz (5-pole Butterworth filter) and
sampled at 200 Hz. The criterion for stopping the data collection was the recording of 50 EEGs judged by one EEGer
(GC) to contain definite EA.
II. System description
The spike detector runs in real-time on a 486/586 PC
and comprises six stages (Figure 1): (1) Data acquisition:
Low-pass filtering (70 Hz, 5 pole), sampling at 200 Hz and
digitization of 16 channels of bipolar or referential EEG. (2)
Global amplitude: Calculation of average amplitude over all
channels during the first 60 sec of EEG. This eliminates the
need to know absolute amplitudes in the detection
process. (3) Mimetic (feature extraction): Data reduction,
via a single channel process, by calculating parameters of
individual waves (e.g., duration, amplitude and peak sharpness) and comparing these with measures of background
activity. Waves whose parameters exceed a set of thresholds are put forward as candidate epileptiform transients

INTRODUCTION
Both rule-based and artificial-neural-network approaches have been applied to the task of automating the detection of epileptiform activity (EA) in the EEG.' To date, however, few have been introduced into routine clinical use
and, even then, only with limited success.* The central
problem is false detections arising from various sources
(muscle, ECG, electrode, movement, and eye blink artifacts, and sharp background activity), which have proven
almost impossible to eliminate automatically. This not only
reflects the difficulty in distinguishing spikes from background activities and artifacts but is also due to a lack of
attention to spatial and temporal contextual cues present in
the EEG.3-7In contrast to the electroencephalographer
(EEGer) -who utilizes amplitude, sharpness, and polarity
of spikes on adjacent channels, as well as the presence
and localization of EA elsewhere in the EEG -automated
systems have tended to consider waves individually or in a
very limited context. Consequently, high false detection
rates have largely restricted clinical application of spike
detectors to long-term EEG monitoring, where they act as
data reduction systems with all detections needing review
by an EEGer.2.*In addition, these systems are not accurate
enough to be of real benefit in standard EEG recording.
We have developed a system for automated detection
and topographical mapping of EA in scalp EEG recordings.
The primary goal of this system is to assist the EEGer in
the reporting of routine EEGs by decreasing time spent on
and increasing uniformity of interpretation. A central component of this system is a multi-stage rule-based system
incorporating mimetic and expert system approaches. In
contrast to most other systems, it relies heavily on both
spatial and temporal EEG contextual information and is
particularly successful at rejecting nonepileptiforn activity.3,6,g-''This paper presents the results of a clinical trial
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Figun 1.
Schematic d real-timesp*e detector.

(CETs) at singlechannel level. (4) Spatial context (expert
system): Use of multichannelspatial cues (e.g., presence
of synchronous waves of sufficient ampliude, sharpness
and polarity on adjacent channels) to determine whether
CETs are part of definite or possible epileptiform events i.e., spikes or shapwaves. (5) Temporal context (expert
system): Using the presence of definite or possible spikes
with a similar distribution elsewhere in the EEG to upgrade
possible spikes to definite spikes. (6) Printout - Definite
events are reported as numbers of major events (considered definite on spatial grounds alone) and minor events
(probaMe events upgradedto definite due to temporalcontext). If no definite spikes are detected, 6.0 sec segments
of the raw EEG centered around any remaining possible
events (usually 1 or 2 at most) can be printed out for review
by an EEGer (Figure 2). In addition, ilone or more definite
spkes are detected a topographic map is produced with
d i inditing the electrodes(s) at w h i i the spikes were
detected (Figure 3). The sue of the disc at the electrode at
w h i i most spikes were detected is set to the maximum
size. The area of the discs at other electrodes indicatesthe
pqw?ion of spikes detectedat these electrodes. The final
output is classification of the EA as one of definite, questionable or none. For a fuller description of the detection
system see Dingle el al.'
The first five of the above stages have been integrated
to atlab splke detection in real-time! This was achieved by
pswdo-rnultitasking these stages via a reel-time exewlive. Once the gkkd amplitude has been calculated, and
while continuing to sample and store the incoming data,

the program goes back to the start of the data and commences the spike detection process. Initially the raw EEG
for this must come from disc but, after a minute or so,the
system has caught up and is able to process incoming data
directty. During spike detection, control alternates between
the mimetic and spatial stages to detect spikes on spatial
grounds alone. Full temporal processing takes only a few
seconds and, hence, can be camed out frequently. In a
standard EEG this need only be done at the end of the
recording. Conversely, for long-term monitoring temporal
updates about every 5 minutes or so are adequate.
111. Review of raw EEG data
The conventional EEG chart recordings were read by
three experienced EEGers (EEGers-I): GC, EW, and SD.
GC read all 521 EEGs, whereas EW and SD read 312
EEGs and 315 EEGs, respectively. All three EEGers read
106 EEGs.
The EEGers reported on two levels about EA. Firstly,
the presence of EA, with options being none, questionable
OT definite. Secondly, if EA was present (definite or questionable) the distribulion of activity was listed as generalized, lateralized, focal or multifocal.
IV. Re*
of fbtecth system output
Two further experienced EEGers (EEGers-ll), ID and
PP, each reportedthe detection system's output for all 521
EEGs. The system's assessment of the presence of EA
was used directly by these EEGers unless it detected only
questionable spikes, in w h i i case 6.0 sec segments of
raw EEG centered around each questionable event were
examined and the presence of €4 was determineddirectly
123
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Figure 2.
A 6.0 sec segment of EEG centered on a questionable epileptiform event reported by the detection system. The event was reported as
definitely epileptiform by the 2 EEGers in EEGers-l who read this EEG and had the benefit of temporal context of the entire 20 minute
EEG. In contrast, on being able to view only the EEG segment, both EEGers in EEGers-ll were only able to report the event as questionable. Although reasonably high amplitude, the epileptiform event has been confounded by the surrounding background showing generalized slowing, due to the patient being asleep.
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Epileptiform Activity
69 definite epileptiform events
(11 major, 58 minor)

Table 1
Combining scheme for detection of epileptiform activity
by EEGers-l and number of each combination observed
EEGers'
Combined
Number
classifications
classification
80
N, N, N
N
348
N, N, N
9
a, N, N
N
1
D,N, N
Q
Q
21
Q,N, a
7
D, N, 1
Q,Q,N
Q

DISTRIBUTION OF SPIKES

a, Q,Q,Q,Q
D, Q,D,Q,N
D, Q,Q

Figure 3.
System output for an EEG in which definite EA was detected by
the PC. The definite events are subdivided into major and minor
according to whether they were considered definite on spatial
grounds alone or whether both spatial and temporal context was
needed. A topographic map displays the distribution of spikes
over the head. The area of a particular disc indicates the proportion of spikes arising at that electrode. In this case, the discs indicate a spike focus under or close to the left occipital electrode.

from these. The topographic map of spikes was used to
determine the distribution of the EA.
V. Data organization
To create a gold standard against which performance of
the detection system could be assessed, the data from
EEGers-l was combined for each patient. This involved the
use of a subjective scheme that was felt to best represent
the certainty of there being EA in each patient's EEG based
on how each EEGer had rated it. There were 16 possible
combinations of rating by EEGers, assuming that ratings
could be regarded exchangeably. Each combination of ratings was then placed in one of three combined categories none, questionable, or definite -that was felt to best repre
sent the combined EEGers assessment of the presence of
EA in the EEG. Table 1 shows the combining scheme used
for EEGers-I. In essence, the combining scheme was
designed to place the EEGs in the questionable category
unless there was good agreement for or against the presence of EA. A similar scheme was used to combine the
reports from EEGers-11, with EEGs placed in the questionable category unless there was exact agreement.

Q
Q

3

1
10
Q
2
a
0
3
D,D, N
D
26
D, D, D
0
D, D, Q
D
D.
9
0, D, D
Total
521
D = Definite; Q = Questionable; N = None; - = Not read

a

VI. Data analysis
The performance of the system was measured in terms
of sensitivity and selectivity in a similar manner to that
described by Webber et all but at a global rather than individual event level. Thus the results reported parallel more
closely the global approach taken by the EEGer when
reading EEGs in clinical practice. The quantities used to
calculate percentage sensitivity and selectivity were €A
count (number of EEGs in which EEGers-l reported
EA),detector count (number of EEGs in which the PC
reported EA), and match count (number of EEGs for which
both EEGers-l and the system reported the presence of
EA). Using these quantities the percentage sensitivity and
selectivity were defined as:
100 x match count
EA count
Sensitivity =
100 x match count
etector count
The sensitivity and selectivity of the system relative to
EEGers-l were calculated for EEGs containing definite EA
as well as for EEGs containing either definite or questionable EA. The rate of false detections at the individual spike
level was also calculated to facilitate comparison of performance with other spike detection systems.

Selectivity =

RESULTS

1. Detection of epileptiform activity
Of the 521 EEGs, GC reported 70 (13.4%) as containing definite or questionable EA, with 50 (9.6%) considered
definite. EW read 312 EEGs and reported the presence of
125
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Table 3
Detection of epileptiform
activity - EEGers-l versus EEGers-ll
EEGers-l
EEGers-ll (including system)

Table 2
Detection of epileptiform
activity - EEGers-l versus detection system
EEGers-l
System
None
None
303
Questionable 20
Definite
2
Total
325

Questionable

Definite

Total

105
13
7
125

29

437
46
38
521

13

29
71

EA in 50 (l6%),with 26 (8.3%)EEGs considered definite.
SD read 315 EEGs and reported EA in 36 (11.4%),with 29
(9.2%)considered definite.
For the 106 EEGs read by all three of EEGers-I there
was agreement in 85% of cases, while for the 415 EEGs
read by only two of EEGers-l the mean level of agreement
on the classification of EA was 89%. A substantial proportion of this inter-EEGer agreement was due to the large
number of EEGs (428or 82%) in which no EEGer reported the presence of EA. If these cases are disregarded, the
ievei of agreement drops markedly. For cases in which two
EEGers read the EEG, their average agreement on the
presence of definite or questionable EA was only 55% for
EEGs in which at least one EEGer reported EA. For the
cases where three EEGers read the EEG their agreement
on the presence of EA was only 39% for EEGs in which at
least one EEGer reported EA. Table 1 contains the frequency data for each combination of EEGer interpretations
observed in this study.
The average percentages of missed and false definite
epileptiform EEGs for EEGers-l were calculated on a pairwise basis and were both found to be 12%. The reports of
the three EEGers were combined to obtain a gold standard
for the 521 EEGs - 437 (83.9%)EEGs containing no EA,
46 (8.8%)EEGs containing questionable EA and 38 (7.3%)
EEGs containing definite EA.
The detection system detected the presence of EA in
196 (37.6%)of the 521 EEGs, with 71 (13.6%)classified as
definite. Table 2 shows the contingency table of combined
EEGers-l versus the detection system. By examining the
cells on the main diagonal of the Table it can be seen that
EEGers-l and the system agreed on 345 (66%) cases.
The system's sensitivity and selectivity were calculated,
with the combined data from EEGers-l being considered as
the gold standard. The system had a sensitivity of 76% for
correctly classifying EEGs reported as containing definite EA
by the EEGers. The system's selectivity for EEGs containing
definite EA was 41%. The low selectivity of the system
reflects the relatively large number of false detections.
Complete disagreement between the system and
EEGers-l occurred in 31 (6.0%)cases. Of these, 2 were
missed definite detections by the system and 29 were false
definite detections. The 2 missed definite detections out of

None
None
388
Questionable 29
Definite
2
Total
41 9

Questionable

Definite

Total

20
4
7
31

29
13
29
71

437
46
38
521

the 38 definite detections reported by EEGers-l gives a
missed detection level of 5%, while the 29 false definite
detections out of the 71 definite detections reported by the
system gives a false detection level of 41%.
The system's false detection rate was determined from
the 59 false definite events reported by the system within
the 29 false definite EEGs. As there were 437 nonepileptiform EEGs (146hours) this indicates a false detection rate
of 0.41false definite detections per hour.
EEG segments containing the events in the 125 EEGs
that the system reported as questionable were reviewed by
EEGers-ll. One EEGer classified 114 of these as containing
no EA and 11 as containing questionable EA, with none
considered to contain definite EA. The other EEGer reported definite EA in 3 EEGs, questionable EA in 22 EEGs and
absence of EA in 100 EEGs. Combined results for these
two EEGers gave 94 EEGs that contained no EA and 31
EEGs that contained questionable EA. Table 3 shows the
contingency Table for combined EEGers-l versus combined
EEGers-Il. Of the 125 EEGs reported as containing ques!ionable EA by the system, EEGers-l reported 105 as containing no EA. After reviewing the printouts of the questionable events, EEGers-ll were able to correctly classify 85 of
these 105 EEGs as nonepileptiform. EEGers-l reported 13
EEGs as Containing questionable EA, of which, on reviewing the printouts, EEGers-ll classified 9 as containing no EA
and 4 as containing questionable EA. The remaining 7
EEGs were classified as containing definite EA by EEGersI but classified as questionable by EEGers-ll.
The number of EEGs on which there was exact agreement increased to 405 (78%) after the review by EEGersII. Conversely, the cases of complete disagreement were
not affected by the review of the questionable spikes. The
sensitivity and selectivity of the combination of the automated system and EEGers-ll to definite EEGs were also
unaltered by the review. The sensitivity for definite and
questionable epileptiform EEGs decreased to 63% while
the selectivity rose to 52%.
II. Distribution of epileptiform activity
Of the 29 EEGs in which both EEGers-l and the system
reported the presence of definite EA, EEGers-l agreed on
17 as being generalized, 4 as focal, 4 as multifocal and disagreed on the remaining 4 EEGs. The combined EEGers126
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Table 4
Categorization of epileptiform
activity - EEGers-l versus EEGers-ll
EEGers-I
EEGers-ll
Generalized
Focal
Multifocal
Total

Generalized

Focal

13
0
0
13

2
2
2
6

Multifocal
0
0
0
0

Total

15
2
2
19

II reported 15 as generalized, 8 as focal, none as multifocat and disagreed on 6 EEGs. No lateralized EA was
reported by either group.
Table 4 gives the contingency table of combined
EEGers-I versus combined EEGers-ll for categorization of
EA with the 10 cases of within-group disagreement
removed. The two groups agreed on the distribution of the
EA in 15 (79%) of the 19 EEGs. Two cases of incorrect distribution were due to EEGers-ll misinterpreting generalized
EA on the spike map as being focal and the other 2 were
due to inability to distinguish multiple foci due to lack of
temporal separation information on maps.
DISCUSSION
1. Conventional Interpretation of EEGs and obtaining
a gold standard
EEGers-I had a high level of agreement on the classification of EEGs in the overall data-set, although in part this
could be attributed to the large number of EEGs containing
no EA. Conversely, for EEGs in which at least one EEGer
reported EA there was surprising disagreement. Such disagreement made it difficult to obtain a gold standard
against which to judge the system.
The combination scheme was devised to help overcome the difficulties created by this disagreement and was
our best estimate of whether EA was actually present. It is
important to note that comparing the automated system
with this standard is not strictly fair. This is because disagreement between EEGers-l (which occurred for 11Y0 of
the EEGs) still led to the EEG being classified as containing no, questionable or definite EAwhich was different from
at least one of the EEGers’ interpretations. With this in
mind it seems unreasonable to expect the system to agree
exactly with the combined EEGers when the EEGers themselves do not agree.
Other studies have used various approaches to try to
overcome the problem of not having a gold standard for
automated EEG analysis. Hostetler et al* weighted
EEGers’ scores for detecting spikes by experience and
obtained an average for the EEGers. This score was used
to assess the ability of their detection system to detect
spikes. Webber et all2 incorporated an experience score
into their analysis to assess agreement between pairs of

EEGers detecting spikes. Pietila et all3 allowed their two
EEGers to re-evaluate differences in their scoring so as to
create a consensus file for use as a reference in determining the performance of two detection systems. Wilson et
all4 used a probability-based scheme to establish continuous-valued definitions of sensitivity, selectivity and specificity, although the validity of this approach has been questioned.l5 A Bayesian approach has been used by Black et
alls to create a gold standard from which estimates of the
performance of EEG readers (human or computer-based)
can be obtained. In all of these studies there was considerable variation present between the expert EEGers.
II. Automated detection
The system succeeded in detecting (i.e., reporting as
containing definite or questionable EA) 36 of the 38 EEGs
containing definite EA, a missed detection level of only 5%,
indicating that it misses very few EEGs containing definite
EA. Interestingly, EEGers-l had an average within-group
missed detection level of 12%.
The biggest area of disagreement between EEGers-l
and the system was over the 437 EEGs classified by
EEGers-l as containing no EA. These EEGs were reported
by the system as containing definite EA in 29 (6.6Yo) cases
and questionable EA in 105 (24%) cases. This indicates
that the system was unable to distinguish between EA and
artifacts or sharp background activity as accurately as an
EEGer. This is in marked contrast to preliminary results
obtained with 148 routine EEGs in which the system was
found to have a sensitivity and selectivity of 100% at the
global EEG level,” a reflection of the test data having been
previously used for fine-tuning the system. The system has
a false detection rate of only 0.41 per hour. Importantly, this
was achieved on data containing substantial artifact.
A major problem when comparing studies in the literature is that performance of a detection system is highly
dependent on the data used. For example, it is possible for
a system with a high false detection rate to also have a high
sensitivity and selectivity if the data contains a large amount
of EA, as the proportion of correct detections can still outnumber the proportion of false detections. However, as is
evidenced by this study, the majority of routine clinical
EEGs are nonepileptiform, so a system with high selectivity
on data containing a large amount of EA would be expected to have a much lower selectivity for routine clinical
EEGs. Thus, we consider the false detection rate to be the
most appropriate measure of the selectivity of the system
for both standard EEG and long-term EEG monitoring.
So, how does our system compare with others reported
in the literature with respect to false detection rate? Glover
et all7 used a rule-based expert system to detect spikes in
approximately 90 minutes of EEG from three subjects. The
false detection rate was reported to be 23 per hour for this
data. Their system has been further improved by the addition of new rules and an emphasis on localization of epilep-
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tic foci as opposed to detection of all epileptiform events.'
Its performance was evaluated on a total of 6.2 hours of
EEG from 18 subjects (13 with EA and 5 controls) and indicated an average false detection rate of 17 per hour.
Hostetler et a$ used the spike detection system developed by Gotman and his c011eagues.'~~'~
A total of 1160
events were reported in 5 EEGs of 20 minutes duration. An
average of 16% of events reported were false detections,
giving a false detection rate of 111 per hour. This corresponds to the highest sensitivity setting for the system,
which would naturally have the lowest selectivity. Although
Hostetler et al have not provided sufficient data to calculate
an exact figure, we estimate that the setting giving the highest selectivity would result in a false detection rate of approximately 37 per hour. The 111 false detections per hour corresponds to a rate of 117 false detections per hour (based
on an average of 195 false detections per 100 minute EEG
from 20 patients) reported in a study by Gotman and Wang.5
Similarly, Gotman and Wang" assessed an improved version of their mimetic system which made use of wide temporal context by classifying EEG into one of five states
(degrees of wakefulness and sleep) and applying statedependent rules to help reject artifacts. This system reduced
the false detection rate to 47 per hour.
An artificial neural network (3-layer feed-forward network trained by back-propagation) was used by Gabor and
Seya12' to detect spikes in 5 epileptiform EEGs. However,
as the system had to be trained on predetermined spikes
for each patient it would seem to have limited clinical utility. The system had an average false detection rate of 64
per hour.
Webber et all used a similar artificial neural network to
detect spikes in 10 EEGs of 1.5 to 2.5 minutes duration. At
the crossover, a sensitivity and selectivity of 73.3% was
reported and a false detection rate of 592 per hour could
be deduced.
Pietila et all3 used adaptive segmentation to perform
automated EA detection in 12 EEGs from six patients with
epilepsy. The false detection rate was not reported but the
system was said to have a lower selectivity (although higher sensitivity) than the Gotman ~ y s t e m . ~ ~ . ' ~
The spike detection systems reviewed above have
false detection rates that are, at best, 41 times higher than
our system. This indicates that if they were tested on our
data they would have a sensitivity at the global EEG level
of 100% for definite epileptiform EEGs but, conversely, a
very low selectivity as a result of most nonepileptiform
EEGs being reported as containing EA. This highlights the
effect that different data - particularly the ratio of normal
to epileptiform EEGs - can have on the apparent performance of an automated spike detection system.
It is notable that the two expert systems - the one
used by Ramabhadran' and that used in this study achieved the lowest false detection rates of any of the sys-

tems reviewed here. Also, contrary to Webber et al's' conclusion, this study has demonstrated that it is possible for
a rules-based system to detect EA in real-time using software run on a PC. Furthermore, this can be done with reasonable accuracy, although not as yet at a level comparable with expert EEGers.
111. Interpretation of computer-selected EEG segments
In their review of EEGs reported as containing questionable EA by the system, EEGers-ll interpreted the 6 sec
segments of raw EEG with a good level of agreement. In
most cases, the assessments of these EEGers matched
that of combined EEGers-I, meaning that the review
process was successful at eliminating false questionable
detections by the system.
Although EEGers-ll were successful in rejecting nonEA reported as questionable by the system, the review
process made it more likely that questionable spikes
(according to EEGers-I) would also be rejected. This happened in a number of cases and probably reflects the limited temporal information available to EEGers-ll during
review of EEG segments. Other than questionable events,
EEGers-ll had by definition to report on the presence of
definite EA simply on the basis of the computer outputs.
IV. Distribution of epileptiform activity
EEGers-l agreed well on distribution of EA in the 29
EEGs reported as containing definite EA by both groups of
EEGers. EEGers-ll also agreed well with each other's classification, indicating a high level of within-group uniformity
in the two groups. These high levels of agreement partly
reflect the decision to examine only those EEGs in which
both combined groups detected definite EA. There was
also a high level of inter-group agreement between
EEGers-l and EEGers-11, indicating that the spike topographical maps could be interpreted with good accuracy
with respect to the distribution of EA.
V. Clinical Utility
Even though our spike detection system has a much
lower false detection rate than that reported for other systems, it is still too high to be considered for routine clinical
use without review of reported events. Thus, its most
appropriate application in its current state is to screen for
the presence of EA. This would involve using it to detect
possible EA in routine EEGs or in long-term EEG monitoring, and having these EEGs or segments reviewed by an
EEGer. The low missed detection rate of the current system would mean that the workload of the EEGer could be
reduced by 62% (325/521) without an unacceptably high
number of EEGs containing definite EA (approximately5%)
being missed.
There remains considerable scope in our detection
system for further improvements in sensitivity and selectivity. These will, in turn, enhance the value of our system as
a diagnostic tool. Our system would also be improved by
the addition of algorithms specifically tuned for detection of
128
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electrographic seizures, although many are identified
was evaluated by comparison with three independent elecalready by detection of spikes within bursts.
troencephalographers (EEGers-I). A second group of two
In addition, we are investigating a number of alternative
EEGers (EEGers-ll) separately interpreted the spike topotechniques to incorporate into the spike detection system.
graphical maps and, for EEGs categorized as containing
only questionable EA by the detection system, reviewed 6
Particularly promising are (a) pre-detection spike enhancement by both neural-network-based multireference adapsec segments of raw EEG centered on each questionable
tive noise cancellingz or 3-dimensional adaptive spatial filevent. Thirty-eight of the EEGs were considered to contain
tering of deep EA,23and (b) epileptiform waveform recogdefinite EA by at least two of EEGers-I. The false detection
nition using a hybrid approach comprising mimetic, selfrate of the system was 0.41 per hour. The system was
organizing neural network, and rule-based fuzzy I ~ g i c , * ~ - ~found to have a sensitivity of 76% and a selectivity of 41%
and wavelet analysis.*’
for EEGs containing definite EA. However, it only missed
detection of EA in 5Y0 of the recordings. EEGers-ll agreed
This study has further strengthened our contention that
with EEGers-l on the distribution (generalized, lateralized,
multi-channel spatial context and wide-temporal context
(particularly the presence of EA elsewhere in the EEG)
focal, multifocal) of EA in 79% of cases. This is by far the
must be utilized in a spike detection system for it to be able
largest clinical evaluation of computerized spike detection
to match and, ultimately, better the expert EEGer.
reported in the literature and the only one to apply this in
routine
clinical recordings. The false detection rate is the
SUMMARY
lowest
ever
reported, suggesting that this multi-stage ruleThe aim of this study was to determine the perforbased system is a powerful and practical tool in clinical
mance of a PC-based system for real-time detection and
electroencephalography and long-term EEG monitoring.
topographical mapping of epileptiform activity (EA) in the
EEG during routine clinical recordings. The system incorporates a mimetic stage to locate candidate spikes (including sharp-waves) followed by two expert-system-based
stages, which utilize spatial and wide-temporal contextual
information in deciding whether candidate events are
epileptiform or not. The data comprised 521 consecutive
routine clinical EEG recordings (173 hours). Performance
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